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Classic Merino Hat and Scarf
Beautiful Merino Wool makes this scarf an “Eye Catcher”.  This will be a favorite  - Soft wool 
knits up with classic style.

 

Loom: 18” or 28” Knitting 
Board (36+ needles)

Yarn: Soft 100% Merino Wool 
yarn, worsted weight. Need 
650 yards for both hat and 
scarf.

Notions: Knit hook, Crochet 
hook for finishing edges,  
Large sewing needle

Measurements: Approximate 
size of scarf is 60” X 9”.  Hat 
will fit most adult head sizes 
from M - XL.

Stitches: Stockinette and 
Ribbing

Gauge: 3sts=1”  3-1/2 
rows=1”

 
Instructions

Scarf
Cast On 30 Stitches.  Place anchor yarn with contrasting yarn.
Knit in Rib Stitch for (6) rows.
Change to Stockinette Stitch.  Knit (6) rows.
Knit in Rib Stitch for (6) rows.
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Continue the (6) row of each stitch alternating between Stockinette and Ribbing.
Continue until you have 60” of knitting.
Bind Off of Board.
Bind Off at anchor yarn.  Knot both ends, and tuck ends into your knitted scarf.

Hat
This is such a basic hat that it’s great for beginners.  It is knit lengthwise around the head, so 
that the ribs are horizontal.  One size will fit most head sizes.  Take measurement around head 
with measure tape, laying it at nap of neck and over the ears.  This is where the hat brim will sit 
on head.

Cast On 36 stitches.
This cast on will determine the height of your hat.  Remember to consider the brim.  With 36 
stitches, your hat will be aprox 12” tall or 10” with a 2” turned up brim.  If you want a deeper 
hat or higher brim, cast on additional 3 stitches for each inch of height.

Knit in rib stitch for 72 rows.  This will create a hat that is aprox 24” around the head.  Add 3 ad-
ditional rows for each additional desired inch of fullness.  For a tighter hat, do less rows.

When hat is desired length, bind off of board by pulling one loop thru one loop.  This is done 
by picking up 2 loops, with crochet hook, starting at end of board opposite the yarn attach-
ment. (one loop from each board)  Pull loop closest to hook thru the other.  Pick up next loop, 
alternating the boards.  When down to just one loop, pull the yarn tail thru the loop for a knot.  
Tuck the yarn tail into knitting with crochet hook.
Bind Off at the anchor yarn in same manner.
Sew the 2 shorter side seams together with inside invisible stitch.  
Option:  You can also sew them together while anchor yarn is still in the one side prior to bind-
ing off that edge.  Your hat is now circular, double knit.

Top of Hat and Brim
You will turn one side up for a snug brim and tack to hat at several points.  It can also be rolled 
up and hand sewn to hat.  
Top of hat will be drawn up with the sewing needle using the primary yarn.  At seam, tie on the 
yarn.  Using the sewing needle, pick up the 2 strands of the edge stitch, going around top of 
hat.  Draw the yarn to gather the top of hat.  You can make this top of hat closure as tight, or as 
loose at desired.  Once closed, knot yarn and cut.  Tuck the tail of yarn into the knitting.
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Add a pompom to top of hat
wrap the yarn around 3 fingers loosely about 40 times.  Tie the center 
of the roll of yarn so that it looks like a bow.  Knot securely.  Cut the 
loops at both ends, and shake loose.  Tie the pompom onto top of hat 
with yarn and needle from hat sewing.  Now, trim the pompom to de-
sired length.  

Optional rolled brim
Roll the brim over so that you have 3 layers of knit, or until it sits at de-
sired depth on head.  With yarn and needle, stitch the top edge of roll 
to the hat.  Do this by taking small bites from the rolled brim.  Carry the 
yarn inside the roll so that the sewing does not show on outside of hat.


